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Page 2Posted byu / removed 3 years ago 19 comments This is a collection of information provided by our community. If you're looking for an update on events and ads, you should check out this topic instead. Tell the error theme: report the error here (don't forget to report it to TinyCo aswell!). Pizza and ads - how it works: some summary information about the free pizza system. Check out also this detailed
theme about wall suggestions and how to connect with support about pizza problems. Futurama WOT Wiki: Search for wikis for any kind of information. It's a job, a lot is still missing, but we're working on it! Space Missions: Data Collection: Tons of useful mission information: fuel cost for each journey, correct responses to interactions and more. Farm buildings: data collection: collecting data on buildings,
their cost and usefulness. Check out also this theme on the best buildings for agriculture. Online character upgrade calculator: In a couple of clicks you can calculate the number of chips and Nixonbucks needed for your level ups. Online Tool: Defeat Boss Strategy Planner.If you can't find an item, click on the cog wheel in the bottom left corner of the screen and then inventory. There will be all your items
that you have that are not in your game. If something doesn't exist and isn't in your game, please contact TinyCo to resolve your problem. You can scroll to the sky and get to space. The same goes for scrolling down. The game uses the parallax effect to have items such as alien spaceships look like they go up and down. You can click X in the middle of the fight to pause. Clicking X may miss a special
animation, but it can fail and special gets missed instead. No one knows when things start. The URL is hard to get, but don't worry: keep making the main goals and you'll get it (right after Amy's night). The backstory of goals provides useful information. The main targets are white, the side targets are yellow. Special event targets may have a different primary color, but again, the white shadow indicates the
main target. Holding onto the building will select it for city editor. A: How much does this game depend on real money? A: Money opens special symbols and allows you to instantly complete any activity. So, no, you don't need real money to enjoy the game. In: How does the game work? A: The game is a classic build your city kind of game, except for a bit of PvE. Basically, you have characters in your city
who are capable of doing things: these actions allow you to collect Nixonbax and Experience, which in turn allow you to build new buildings. With new buildings and certain activities, you complete quests, discover characters and eventually progress in the game. In parallel, you have a PvE system: each character has a level and a class (Delivery Boy, Captain, Influencer and Robot) and can be used in
battles while you explore space. Studies Of The Study space through missions (on different planes) allows you to collect even more resources. By completing all the missions on the planet to provide you with a special artifact, such artifacts are the most important elements in the game: each artifact opens up an area for you, that is, part of the map. Each movement in space is worth 1 fuel, a currency that is
charged in time (10 minutes and 1 fuel). Once the area is unlocked, you have to clear each slot using hypnotons (again, you can get through the mission). In conclusion, Pizza Currency can be used to speed up the action and buy special buildings or symbols. It can be obtained by completing 100% of one mission by watching some ADS, or in general, by buying it through micro-transactions in the app (real
money!). B: Want to explain something more about classes and levels? A: Each character has a class and a level. Each class has a special power that can be used in combat: Scientists throw AOE, Delivery Boys throw a super powerful shot at one enemy, robots increase your defenses, captains increase your attack and Influencer heal your team. In order to increase the level of the character, you need
career chips available through the completion of missions. In addition, the maximum level of the character is 25. What can I do? A: You can heal them (requires pizza) or punish the mission: you will lose everything that is in your cargo. All the characters will be healed as soon as you return to New York. Am I stuck forever? A: No. You just have to progress with the quest until you finally unlock this character.
Watch out for the characters with an exclamation point on your head. In: Character management sucks! I never know if my characters are free or not... A: Once you unlock the Central Park area, a smart free character icon will appear in the top left top left of the game. Until then, you can remove all roads and just keep a tiny square: all free characters will go there. How can I get better in fights? A: In order to
win more fights with fewer casualties, you have to learn to do critical damage and defend properly. Try to remember the order of attacking enemies (some attacks faster than others), choose the right targets before attacking (focus on one enemy and then another), don't waste your superpowers, don't waste your AOEs (hit the central target), and finally remember that you don't have to click on the actual
characters to protect or do critical damage: just click anywhere. Also, be sure to align your characters and choose them wisely. The question is: How do we use superpower characters? A: They charge for each attack and defense. Each character has a block at the bottom of the screen with a head in it. (Wouldn't it be great if it was a head in the jar?) It fills up as it character is their strength. When they're
charged, you'll click on this block of characters at the bottom of the screen. You can choose a target for attack before the attack occurs. Each character has a special animation that takes over the entire screen. Remember that Attack Up and Defense Up powers do stack, so for example, using twice during the same superpower defense battle actually matters. The question is: I'm trying to get to X, but I don't
have a search for it yet, and I'm stuck on Y. Help? A: Keep doing the basic quest that is highlighted in your quest list. The question is: I see that some paths in Missions are green and others are white... What does that mean? A: White paths are unexplored, while green paths have been explored at least once. This information can help you 100% of all missions! The question is: I don't know how to reach a
certain point inside the Mission card! Help! A: If you never know how to reach a particular node on a star map, you can simply scroll to that node and click on it at every point in the decision. The game automatically chooses the path to approach this node for you. What character quests should I do in the first place to continue the story? A: Background icons for quests that move the storyline white, while
quests that have a green background are optional and do nothing to propel you further. Is it possible to unlock the entertainment area? Answer: YES. Just keep the quest line. However, the government district has not yet been unlocked. The question is: Are we getting an event today? When does the event start? A: We don't have insider information. Most activities start around 3pm - 6pm Pacific Time. In:
How much does pizza cost? A: One pizza cleans for 30 minutes, but if you have less than 15 minutes left on using the pizza, it will clean them for you. so from 00:01 to 44:59 it's 1 pizza, from 45:00 to 1:14:59 two pizzas etc. I made 2 offers for pizza (12 for Fishdom tutorial and 6 for Lords Mobile set and run) and got 0 pizza awards. Has anyone else having a problem like this? 2i.redd.it/v6duzi page... When
I downloaded my game a little back, there was a billboard in the water that lets you watch an ad for one free pizza. This allowed me to watch 6 ads, mesh me to 6 pizzas. Just thought I'd let everyone know to take care of it. Page 2 19 comments I found this sub because I hit the wall to align up. My team is at 60 and I'm very slow to accumulate 4 star icons. I haven't read anything about the game, so I had no
reason to think that any of the characters available to buy pizza are better (or worse) than the main characters. I 'probably wrong' assumed scientists had done the most cumulative damage due to a surge in attack. I read the messages on this submarine and find out other characters make the crew members more efficient. New plan: I built a bunch of huts as an investment (I had a lot of money and nothing
now him on) and I'm working towards unlocking Lrrr and Leo (apparently the strongest characters. many posts are also recommended by Robot Mayor, Ines, and Scientist. hey guys have people who can make free pizza? people on Reddit when I was playing a family guy. Just wondering if this is possible since futurama is pretty much the same as a family guy game. Thank you. Thank you.
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